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Abstract
The electromagnetic (EM) energy *ow near single spheres is investigated by applying Mie theory. From the
patterns of the energy *ow, the absorption and the scattering of light can be understood in the microscopic
point of view. In the absorption pro9les of metallic particles, most absorbed energy is consumed on the
surface of the particles, which indicates that the resonance of surface plasmon is di:erent from that of the
bulk plasmon. Two mechanisms to enhanced local EM 9eld are also distinguished. One is the surface plasmon
resonance, and another one is the intensi9ed energy *ow.
? 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Although the fundamental understanding was performed almost a century ago by Mie, and probably Debye and Lorenz, the light scattering of small particles still obtains growing interests now due
to the wide applications in various disciplines [1–3]. Recently, the fast development of nanooptics
[4] and surface plasmon photonics [5] has allowed the detailed understanding of the light scattering of nanoparticles in nanometer scale. The interested near-9eld optical properties mainly include
particle plasmons [3], enhanced local electromagnetic (EM) 9eld [6,7], phase contrast of local EM
9eld [8,9] and photonic force [10,11]. Together with the well-known far-9eld optical properties of
extinction/scattering/absorption [2,3], the light scattering of small particles becomes a quite mature
discipline.
In this paper, we will focus on another optical property of the EM energy *ow near nanoparticles,
which is a complementary of the above-mentioned optical properties. Such a study can be bene9cial
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for further understanding of other optical properties. How the light is scattered/absorbed and how the
local EM 9eld is enhanced are naturally caused by the corresponding energy *ow near nanoparticles.
Moreover, the detailed optics and physics from this study can lead to useful applications as well,
e.g. the heating of Au/Ag nanoparticles for catalysis to control the growth of nanowhiskers [12] and
guiding light with small particles, which may be potentially applied in optical communication and
sensor devices.
The basic assumption in this paper is the spherical shape of nanoparticles, from which the Mie
theory [13] can be applied. The arrangement of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we start out
with the Mie theory. A modern form is presented in the appendix. In Section 3, we present the
detailed energy *ow in the inside/outside of metallic particles, and show how scattering/absorption
spectra can be understood from the microscopic point of view. In Section 4, non-absorbed spheres
are discussed. In Section 5, a summary is given.

2. The theory
In 1908, Gustav Mie developed the theory in order to understand how the di:erent colors of small
colloidal gold particles suspended in water vary with compositions [13]. Actually, this theory is the
exact solution of EM scattering by a sphere of arbitrary radius and refractive index, embedded in an
arbitrary homogeneous medium. Similar to all other EM problems, Mie theory is based on Maxwell’s
equations with appropriate boundary conditions. The mathematical trick was that Mie separated the
spatial variables of the scalar EM potentials in spherical coordinates, i.e. = R(r)()(), and
solved the separate terms R(r); (); () independently. The scattered or penetrated EM 9elds
are thus derived from the scalar EM potentials. Later on, Stratton [14] introduced a more formal
mathematical approach, directly based on the partial components of the EM 9eld: the transverse
electrical 9eld Mmn and the transverse magnetic 9eld Nmn with M = ∇ × (r ), N = (1=k)∇ ×
M ; M = (1=k)∇ × N . These partial 9elds have the form of vector spherical harmonics (VSHs).
The partial components are divergence-free, i.e. ∇ • M = 0; ∇ • N = 0, and orthogonal, which are
consistent with an EM 9eld (E; H ) in a homogeneous region. The scattering coeLcients bn and an ,
and the penetrated coeLcients dn and cn can be deduced from the Maxwell boundary conditions.
Thus, the analytical solution of the scattered 9eld and penetrated 9eld can be obtained [2,14]. The
extinction/scattering/absorption cross sections can be then deduced for a plane-wave:
∞

2 
Qext = − 2
(2n + 1)Re(an + bn );
k n=1
∞

Qs =

2 
(2n + 1)(|an |2 + |bn |2 );
k 2 n=1

Qa = Qext − Qsca :

(1)

From the microscopic point-of-view, extinction, scattering and absorption relate to the total radiation a:ected by the particles, and can be calculated from integrals of energy *ows for the di:erent
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types of electromagnetic 9elds that pass through an arbitrary surface A enclosing the particles. The
energy *ow is represented by the real part of the complex Poynting vector. Two types of energy
*ow: the total energy *ow vector S and the scattered energy *ow vector Ss are de9ned as
S = 12 Re(E × H ∗ )
Ss = 12 Re(Es × Hs∗ );

(2)

where the total electromagnetic 9eld [E H ] is the sum of the incident 9eld [Ei Hi ] and the scattered
9eld [Es Hs ] in the outside of the sphere, and the penetrated 9eld [Ei Hi ] in the inside of the sphere,
respectively.
Hence, the absorption/scattering/extinction cross-sections are originated from [14]:

Wa
1
Qa =
= Re
S • n dA;
S0
S0
A

Ws
1
Qs =
= Re Ss • n dA;
S0
S0
A

1
Qext = −
Re
[Ei × Hs∗ + Es × Hi∗ ] • n dA;
(3)
2S0
A
where n is a unit vector pointing out from the closed surface A, and S0 = 12 Re(Ei × Hi ) is the
incident power. The absorption cross-section Qa is the net energy *ow into the surface A, which is
dissipated in the particles if the surrounding medium is a non-absorbing material. Among Qa ; Qs
and Qext , only two cross-sections are independent, and needs to be calculated. Since the surface A
in Eq. (3) is allowed to be arbitrary, it can be chosen to be any surface even enclosed only part of
the particle. If so, the details of the absorption in each part of the particle can be calculated also.
More general, the EM energy *ow, as a basic entity, can be calculated by Eq. (2), with no limit
to the whole space if the EM 9eld is known. Although it cannot convey more information than
the classical EM 9eld itself, it can show the more substantial physical picture that we are familiar
with.
3. EM energy ow near metallic spheres
3.1. Au sphere
Fig. 1a shows the absorption spectrum of gold particle with the radius r = 25 nm calculated by
Eq. (1), as an example to show how Mie theory successfully explains the red color of gold colloid.
A strong absorption in the wavelength in the blue side of the absorption peak position of ∼ 530 nm
will absorb the blue light while allowing the red light to be transmitted. Let us investigate what
happens in optical near 9eld.
Fig. 1b–d shows the local EM energy *ow (black lines) and the enhancement of the local electrical
intensity (color) at the peak wavelength of 530 nm in three di:erent planes (plane 1–3 illustrated in
the inset of Fig. 1a). The enhancement of the local intensity out of the sphere is not homogenous.
At the poles region aligned to the incident polarization, the intensity is enhanced about thirty times
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Fig. 1. (a) The absorption and scattering cross-sections of Au particle with the radius r = 25 nm in the water ( = 1:77)
vary with di:erent incident wavelength ; (b–d) and (g, h) the local electrical 9eld enhancement in the logarithmic scale
(color) and the energy *ow (black lines) in the plane through the center of the sphere and parallel to the wave vector k
illustrated in the inset of Fig. 1a, for (b) plane 1, (c) plane 2 and (d) plane 3 at the incident wavelength L1 = 530, and
for (g) plane 1 and (h) plane 2 at L2 = 900 nm; (e, f) the density of the energy *ow S=S0 in the plane perpendicular to
k and through the center of the sphere at the incident wavelength L1 = 530 nm for (e) and L2 = 900 nm for (f).

in Fig. 1b, while much less in the equator region as in Fig. 1c. Interestingly, the electric 9eld in the
inside of the particle is intensively enhanced. This indicates the strong excited surface plasmon modes
that correspond to the strong penetrating electric 9eld. But in Fig. 1g, at the longer wavelength, no
enhancement in the inside of the Au particle can be observed, which indicates no excitations of
surface plasmon modes. Nevertheless, it is clearly seen from the energy *ow patterns that the “hot”
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Fig. 2. (a) The absorption cross-sections in an enclosed spherical surface centered at the Au particle in Fig. 1 calculated
by Eq. (3) vary with its radius Rs; (b) the density of the absorbed energy *ow Sa =S0 at the surface of the Au sphere with
the incident wave vector k from the left to the right. The incident wavelength is  = 530 nm. Sa is de9ned as Sa = S¿ − S¡
when Rs = r, with S¿ for Rs ¿ r and S¡ for Rs ¡ r.

particle in the blue side absorbed more light, while the “cold” particles in the red side corresponding
to more transmission.
The patterns of the energy *ow in the di:erent planes are di:erent, but there is no certain correlation to the enhancement of the local electrical 9eld OUT the sphere. In the “hot pole” regions
in Fig. 1b, where the electrical intensity is strongly enhanced, the density of the energy *ow is not
signi9cantly denser compared to the incident energy *ow far away from the particle. But in the same
region in Fig. 1g, with a much longer incident wavelength of 900 nm, the density of energy *ow is
much denser, while the local electrical 9eld is less enhanced as in Fig. 1b. For the former case, the
enhanced local 9eld is due to the excitations of surface plasmon modes, as a non-propagating wave,
which stores EM energy for the excitations. But, the latter case at the non-resonance wavelength,
the enhanced local 9eld is contributed by the denser energy *ow. Hence, we have two mechanisms
to enhance the local 9eld: one is the surface plasmon resonance (SPR), and another one is the
intensi9ed energy *ow.
For the patterns of EM energy *ow, we address three points here. Firstly, the energy *ow is
not homogenous surrounding the Au particle, even through the Au sphere itself is highly symmetric. The local energy *ow strongly depends on the polarization and the incident wave vector.
In Fig. 1b–d, the patterns of EM energy *ow in the wave-front (left to the sphere) and at the
back-side (to the right) are di:erent due to the strong absorption of SPR. The di:erence between
Fig. 1b and c is notable. The light is blocked more in Fig. 1c (plane 2, perpendicular to Ei )
than in Fig. 1b (plane 1 parallel to Ei and k). This can be seen from the pro9le of the energy
*ow passing through the plane perpendicular to k and the center of the sphere in Fig. 1e. The
reason for more light blocked in plane 2 is due to the antenna e:ect which transfers the EM
energy *ow to the oscillating electric current. This e:ect can be observed for the longer incident wavelength e.g. 900 nm as seen in Fig. 1f, h, although almost no absorption happens at this
wavelength.
Secondly, most of the energy *ow ends at the surface of the Au particle as seen in Fig. 1b–d,
which means that the absorbed energy is mainly consumed at the surface of the Au particle.
Fig. 2a shows the absorption in the inside of a closed spherical surface centered at the origin
of the Au particle varies with the radius Rs calculated by Eq. (3). Only about 5% of the absorbed
energy is consumed inside of the Au sphere, while 95% is consumed at the surface of the Au
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sphere. The calculations for other sizes give a more or less similar result. Such a result would be
quite surprising, but can be expected. From the EM theory [3], the resonant
frequency of a surface

plasmon mode for a metallic sphere roughly has the form of !l = !p l=(2l + 1), where
!p is the
√
resonance frequency of the bulk metal. The dipole resonance thus occurs for ! = !p = 3, and higher
orders happen at the even longer wavelengths. The resonant frequency for the surface modes is
clearly di:erent from the bulk resonance frequency. Hence, it is not stranger that much less energy
is absorbed in the body comparing to the surface.
It is also worthwhile to address that the calculated absorption cross-section when Rs ¿ r by
Eq. (3) is same as calculated by Eq. (1) with the value of 3:6r 2 . When Rs ¿ r, i.e. out of the sphere,
there is no absorption source anymore. It would be easily expected that the calculated absorption
should be a constant then. Fig. 2a shows it is the case by ignoring the small errors due to the surface
integration. Messinger et al. [15] have de9ned a near-9eld form of the scattering cross-section QNF ,
2
which can be used to estimate the local 9eld enhancement. They used the integration of Eloc
instead
of the integration of the energy *ow, i.e. the Poynting vector, as in Eq. (3). They found that QNF
2
is strongly dependent on the distance to the particle. However, Eloc
is not necessarily equal to the
energy *ow in the optical near 9eld as discussed above. One should not think that Qa or Qs will be
di:erent in the optical near 9eld and the optical far 9eld. Based on energy conservation, Q should
be the same in the optical near 9eld and the optical far 9eld if the surrounding medium is the
none-absorbed material.
Thirdly, the consuming of the absorbed EM energy is not homogenous at the surface, which
can be seen from Fig. 2b. Most of the absorbed EM energy is consumed at the backside of the
surface relative to the wave-front (to the right). Similar results are found for other sizes and other
surrounding media as well. Due to the di:erence between the dielectric function of Au and water,
the light track in the interface of water/Au in the wave-front and Au/water in the backside should
be di:erent. The dielectric function of Au is negative in the visible/infrared region, which is less
than water  = 1:77. More re*ection will naturally happen when the light pass the interface from Au
to water. This will increase the local EM energy intensity in the back surface. Thus more absorption
can be expected.
For larger particles, the scattering become more signi9cant due to the large size, while it can be
ignored for small particle. As an example, Fig. 3a shows both the absorption and scattering of an
Au sphere with the radius r = 50 nm. The maximum of the absorption is quite similar to that in
Fig. 1a, but the absorption peak width becomes much broader. The scattering peak in Fig. 3a is
almost twice than the absorption peak. Comparing to Fig. 1, the patterns of both the energy *ow
and the local 9eld enhancement are di:erent. The signi9cant change is that the scattering can be
observed from the patterns of energy *ow. In Fig. 3c, the energy *ow starts to disperse when it
comes to the sphere from the left, which indicates the scattering e:ect. In Fig. 3f, where the incident
wavelength is in the scattering peak position, the energy *ow disperses even more. The pro9le of
the scattering Ss on the surface of the particle can be visualized in Fig. 3d, where the scattering
happens mainly in the area close to the equator, perpendicular to Ei . Interestingly, the scattering
photons by the part of the sphere facing the wave-front looks like the elastic collision of small
particles by a sphere in Fig. 3d. The absorption e:ect can be seen from the convergence of the
energy *ow when it comes after the sphere in Fig. 3b, c, e and f. For the longer wavelength far
away from that of SPR, there is no big di:erence between di:erent sizes by comparing Figs. 3g,h
to 1g,h.
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Fig. 3. (a) The absorption and scattering cross-sections of Au particle with the radius r = 50 nm in water vary with
di:erent incident wavelength ; (b, c) and (e–h) the local electrical 9eld enhancement in the logarithmic scale (color)
and the energy *ow (black lines) in plane 1 for (b) and plane 2 for (c) at the incident wavelength L1 = 542 nm, (e) for
plane 1 and (f) plane 2 at L2 = 577 nm, and (g) for plane 1 and (h) plane 2 at L3 = 900 nm; (d) the scattering Poynting
vector Ss calculated by Eq. (2) (arrows) and the local 9eld distribution (color) at the surface of the Ag sphere.

3.2. Ag sphere
Recently, we have shown that silver particles have higher sensitivity of SPR in*uenced by the
incident wavelength and the surrounding media than gold particles at the resonance condition due to
a sharper disperse of the dielectric function of silver [16]. Here, we investigate how the sensitivity
of SPR is relative to the absorption/scattering cross-section, the energy *ow and the enhancement
of the local 9eld. The sharp SPR resonance peak for small particles e.g. R = 10 nm can be clearly
seen in Fig. 4a, where the absorption is 17 times more than its geometric cross-section r 2 . This
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Fig. 4. The absorption and scattering cross-sections of Ag sphere with the radius r = 10 nm for (a) and r = 50 nm for
(b) in water vary with di:erent incident wavelength ; and the local electrical 9eld enhancement in the logarithmic scale
(color) and the energy *ow (black lines) in plane 1 for (c) and (e) plane 2 at the incident wavelength  = 387 nm, and
(g) plane 1 at the incident wavelength  = 900 nm for r = 10 nm (colorbar to the left); and (d) for plane 1 and (f) plane
2 at the incident wavelength  = 479 nm, and (h) plane 1 at the incident wavelength  = 900 nm for r = 50 nm (colorbar
to the right).

absorption cross-section is thirteen times more than that of the same size resonant Au sphere. In
Fig. 4c and e, the shrink of the energy *ow already starts far away from the Ag particle before the
wave-front comes to it, which indicates the strong absorption. Hence, this near-9eld calculation is
consistent with the calculated absorption cross-section in the far 9eld.
The enhancement of the local intensity can be up to 104 in Fig. 4c, which is two orders more
than that of Au particles. It is well-know that the enhancement of the local 9eld is crucial for SERS.
The enhancement factor of SERS roughly takes two power of the enhancement of the local 9eld.
Hence the enhancement factor of SERS can achieve about 108 in this case. Although this factor
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is smaller than that of close-packed particles e.g. with the separation distance of about 1 nm as
calculated in Ref. [7], it is quite close to the experimental enhancement factor required by single
Hb molecule SERS [17]. Such a resonance is very sensitive to the incident wavelength. The particle is “hot” only when the incident wavelength is close to the resonant wavelength  = 387 nm,
while “cold” with more than 2 orders-of-magnitude lower enhancement immediately in other wavelength away from the absorption peak. Fig. 4g shows a “cold” particle for the incident wavelength
 = 900 nm.
For large Ag particles, the enhancement of the local 9eld becomes weaker since the sharpness
aligned to Ei will be decreased due to the larger radius. The scattering of large Ag particles becomes
complex, which is similar to the case of large Au particles. The interference pattern of the local
9eld between the incident light and the scattered light can be clearly seen in Fig. 4d and f in the
left area to the sphere. The patterns of the energy *ow also become more wave-like far away from
the sphere.
For the di:erent incident wavelength, the di:erence of the local 9eld enhancement for large particle
is mainly for the distribution of intensity as in Fig. 4d and f, while the important feature for the
small particle is the di:erence in the absolute value of the intensity as in Fig. 4c and g. In Fig. 4d
and f, the position of maximum intensity has moved from the right to the left with the increase of the
incident wavelength, due of the in-phase requirement of the retarded scattered 9eld and the incident
9eld. For shorter wavelengths, the retardation e:ect becomes relatively stronger since the size of the
particle becomes relative larger. Hence, one can 9nd a more uneven local intensity distribution, and
the position of the maximum intensity is shifted further to the right in Fig. 4d.
4. EM energy ow near non-absorbed spheres
For the non-absorbed spheres, the light scattering becomes relatively simple since no absorption
need to be considered. Here we only consider two kinds of spheres: void spheres with the dielectric
constant =1 smaller than the surrounding medium e.g. water, and PMMA spheres with the dielectric
function  = 2:22 bigger than water. Fig. 5 shows the energy *ow and the local 9eld distribution
near void spheres with di:erent sizes, while Fig. 6 for the case of PMMA spheres. For the small
size, both kinds of spheres do not in*uence much to the optical path as seen from the patterns of
the energy *ow. But the local intensity in the void is enhanced about 2 times as shown in Fig. 5a
and b, while no signi9cant enhancement for the PMMA sphere in Fig. 6a and b. When the size of
the sphere is comparable to =2, the void disperses the light as seen in Fig. 5c and d, while the
PMMA sphere focus the light as seen in Fig. 6c and d. The former case is due to the re*ection in
the interface of void/water, and the later case is similar as the principle of focus lenses. When the
size of the sphere becomes even larger, both the patterns of the inference in the front of the sphere
and the patterns of the di:raction in the back-side become signi9cant as in Figs. 5g,h and 6g,h.
5. Summary
As a summary, we have presented the patterns of the energy *ow surrounding spheres with
di:erent sizes and compositions. From these patterns, the light scattering and absorption can be well
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Fig. 5. The local electrical 9eld enhancement in the linear scale (color) and the energy *ow (black lines) surrounding a
void sphere ( = 1) in the water in plane 1 to the left and plane 2 to the right for (a,b) r = 50 nm; (c, d) r = 250 nm;
(e, f) r = 500 nm; (g, h) r = 2000 nm at the incident wavelength  = 500 nm.

understood in the nano-meter scale. The 9nding of the distribution of surface absorption for metallic
particles could lead to the development of new heating methods for those particles, and possibly
apply to study the temperature dependent catalysis. We also present two mechanisms to enhanced
local electromagnetic 9eld: the surface plasmon resonance and the intensi9ed energy *ow. Although
the Mie theory for single particle is developed deeply in details, which could be possible simply
as exercises in some text books, the studies for the optical details in the optical near 9eld, e.g. the
EM energy *ow presented in this paper, can still lead some interesting results either in the research
frontier or for the fundamental understanding.
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for a PMMA sphere ( = 2:22).
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Appendix A. Expansion of a plane wave in VSHs
The critical issue in Mie theory is the expansion of the incident, scattered and penetrated EM
j
j
9elds in an in9nite series of VSHs: Mmn
and Nmn
, which are de9ned in terms of spherical Bessel
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(2)
functions zn( j) [14] (corresponding to jn ; yn ; h(1)
n ; hn for j = 1; 2; 3; 4, respectively) and spherical
harmonics Ynm as


0


 1 @ 

ˆ )
ˆ  sin  @ 
(A.1)
Mmn = (r̂; ;
 zn( j) (kr)Ynm (; );




@
@


l(l + 1)zn( j) (kr)



@ ( j)
@  1


ˆ )
ˆ  − {zn r(kr)}
Nmn = (r̂; ;
 Ynm (; );
@r
@
 kr

 @
1 @ 
( j)
{rz (kr)}
@r n
sin  @

ˆ ˆ are unit vectors; k is the absolute value of the wave vector k; and Y m (; ) is de9ned
where r̂; ;
n
using associated Legendre functions Pnm as Ynm (; )=
(1−x2 )m=2

(2l+1)(n−m)!
4(n+m)!

Pnm (cos ) exp(im’), and Pnm (x)=

(2)
(x2 −1)l h(1)
n =jn +iyn ; hn =jn −iyn . One should be aware that the spherical harmonics
were not used in the original Mie theory, where exp(im’) is written as a triangular function of either
even or odd form [2,14]. However, the VSHs written here have a very concise form, which 9rst
appeared in the work of Inoue and Ohtaka [18] as the best of our knowledge. Additionally, since
the spherical harmonics are generally used in quantum mechanics, many formula from quantum
mechanics can be easily applied then as well, e.g. the calculation of Clebsch–Gorden coeLcients
for the vector coupling (coordinate translation) for the case of the ensemble of particles [19].
For convenient, the Dirac notations are borrowed (see [20]) to rewrite Eq. (A.1) as |nmjp with
p = 1 for M , and with p = 2 for N , respectively, where j represents di:erent spherical Bessel
functions. An incident plane wave |i; E = E0 eik •r can be expanded in an in9nite series of VSHs as
2l l!

dl+m
dxl+m

|i; E =

2
∞ 
n 

n=1 m=−n p=1

p
Cmn
| nm1p :

p
The expansion coeLcients will have forms with Cmn
= nm1p|i = nm1p|nm1p as
n

2i
1
{−(iEx − Ey ) (n + m + 1)(n − m)Yn;∗ m+1 (k̂)
=
Cmn
n(n + 1)

− (iEx + Ey ) (n − m + 1)(n + m)Yn;∗ m−1 (k̂) + 2imEz Yn;∗ m (k̂)}

2
=
Cmn

2in
n(n + 1)
−n

n

(n + m + 1)(n + m + 2)
∗
(iEx − Ey )Yn+1;
m+1 (k̂)
(2n + 1)(2n + 3)

(n − m + 1)(n − m + 2)
∗
(iEx + Ey )Yn+1;
m−1 (k̂)
(2n + 1)(2n + 3)

(A.2)
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− (n + 1)

(n − m − 1)(n − m)
(−iEx + Ey )Yn∗−1; m+1 (k̂)
(2n − 1)(2n + 1)

− (n + 1)

(n + m − 1)(n + m)
(iEx + Ey )Yn∗−1; m−1 (k̂)
(2n − 1)(2n + 1)

+ 2in

(n+m+1)(n−m+1) ∗
Yn+1; m (k̂)−2i(n+1)
(2n+1)(2n+3)
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(n+m)(n−m) ∗
Y
(k̂) Ez ;
(2n−1)(2n+1) n−1; m

The expansion of the magnetic 9eld is easily obtained by applying the relations between the E 9eld
and the H 9eld, and the relations between the normal modes
H=

1
∇ × E;
i!/

1
N = ∇ × M;
k

1
M = ∇ × N:
k

The magnetic 9eld is thus expanded as
n
2
∞
1    p
Cmn | nm1q :
i!/ n=1 m=−n

|i; H =

(A.3)

p=q=1

Appendix B. Scattering by a sphere
Each component of the transverse electrical and magnetic modes: |nm11 and |nm12 , are di:racted
with the scattering coeLcients bmn and amn , and the transmission coeLcients dmn and cmn , respectively. At the same time, the normal modes for the scattered wave are changed to the spherical Hankel
forms: |nm31 and |nm32 by simply changing the spherical Bessel functions jn to h(1)
n = jn + iyn
in Eq. (A.1). These changes are required by the multipole radiation 9eld, i.e. the 9eld must go to
in9nity at the origin of a multipole. Hence, the scattered and penetrated wave can be written as
∞ 
n


|s; E =

n=1 m=−n

|s; H =

|t; E =

n
∞
k  
2
(C 1 bmn | nm32 + Cmn
amn | nm31 );
i!/ n=1 m=−n mn

∞ 
n

n=1 m=−n

|t; H =

1
2
Cmn
bmn |nm31 + Cmn
amn | nm32 ;

1
2
Cmn
dmn |nm11 + Cmn
cmn |nm12 ;

n
∞
k  
2
(C 1 dmn |nm12 + Cmn
cmn |nm11 ):
i!/ n=1 m=−n mn

(B.1)
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The boundary conditions at the surface of the sphere satisfy Maxwell boundary conditions as
n × (Ei + Es ) = n × Et
n × (Hi + Hs ) = n × Ht ;

(B.2)

where n is the unit normal vector pointing out from the surface and the subscript i, s and t represent
the incident, scattered and penetrated wave, respectively. Each partial wave, with terms n and m,
must ful9ll these boundary conditions separately. Hence, Eq. (B.2) can be rewritten by plug in (B.1)
as
n × (|nm11; kR + bmn |nm31; kR ) = n × dmn |nm11; kc R ;


k
kc
k
n×
dmn |nm12; kc R ;
|nm12; kR +
bmn |nm32; kR = n ×
i!/
i!/
i!/c
n × (|nm12; kR + amn |nm32; kR ) = n × cmn |nm12; kc R ;


k
k
kc
|nm11; kR +
amn |nm31; kR = n ×
n×
cmn |nm11; kc R ;
i!/
i!/
i!/c

(B.3)

where R is the radius of the sphere, and k; kc are the absolute values of the wave vector outside
and inside the sphere, respectively. By combining Eqs. (A.1) and (B.3), we obtain the following
four linear equations, which are equivalent to those found in [2,14]
jn (kR) + bmn h(1)
n (kR) = dmn jn (kc R);
1
1
1

[kRjn (kR)] + bmn [kRh(1)
dmn [kc Rjn (kc R)] ;
n (kR)] =
/
/
/c
1
1
1

[kRjn (kR)] + amn [kRh(1)
cmn [kc Rjn (kc R)] ;
n (kR)] =
k
k
kc
k
kc
k
jn (kR) + amn h(1)
cmn jn (kc R):
(B.4)
n (kR) =
/
/
/c
In Eq. (B.4), we can easily 9nd that the scattering and transmission coeLcients amn ; bmn ; cmn and
dmn are independent of the angular term m, i.e. all m terms with the same n degenerate, and hence
solved as:
/c jn (3)[4jn (4)] − /52 jn (4)[3jn (3)]
;
an = −
(1)


2
/c h(1)
n (3)[4jn (4)] − /5 jn (4)[3hn (3)]
bn = −
cn =
dn =

/c jn (4)[3jn (3)] − /jn (3)[4jn (4)]
(1)


/c jn (4)[3h(1)
n (3)] − /hn (3)[4jn (4)]

(1)


2
/c h(1)
n (3)[3jn (3)] − /5 jn (3)[3hn (3)]
(1)


2
/c h(1)
n (3)[4jn (4)] − /5 jn (4)[3hn (3)]
(1)


/c jn (3)[3h(1)
n (3)] − /hn (3)[3jn (3)]
(1)


/c jn (4)[3h(1)
n (3)] − /hn (3)[4jn (4)]

;

;
;
(B.5)
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where 5 = kc =k; 3 = kR and 4 = kc R. The total electromagnetic 9eld is simply the sum of the incident
9eld and the scattered 9eld as |s + i; E ; |s + i; H in the outside of the sphere, and |t; E ; |t; H in
the inside of the sphere, respectively.
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